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Service approval number

Acknowledgment of Country

We acknowledge the    
people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where our 
centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to country. 
We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend that respect 
to all Aboriginal peoples. 
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Statement of Philosophy
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Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety 

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 3: Physical Environment

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community



Strengths
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Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community



Strengths
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Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community



Strengths
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Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities

5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership

Strengths
5
Review 
and evaluate

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3.  Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families  

and/or the community
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Includes:

• Learning Improvement goals

• Progress notes

• National Quality Framework responsibilities plan

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will provide support.

• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.

• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.

• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.

• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.

• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.

• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Goal 1:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Learning Improvement Plan



Goal 1:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact

4
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Learning Improvement Plan

Goal 2:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact

4

Goal 2:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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Plan 
actions for 
improvement

3
Determine 

challenge of 
practice

2
Analyse 
and prioritise

1

Learning Improvement Plan

Goal 3:

Challenge of practice: 

Actions NQS links Timeline Resources Responsibility

Success criteria
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Progress notes
Improve 
practice and 
monitor impact

4

Goal 3:

Meeting 
date

Implementation  
(are we doing what we said we would do?)

    
Enter your overall assessment of progress towards 
implementing actions for improvement.

Impact  
(are we improving learning outcomes?)

Enter the evidence of impact of your actions on children’s 
learning against success criteria.

Next steps
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NQS links Task Steps involved Timeline Responsibility Resourcing Completed

National Quality Framework responsibilities 
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Learning improvement goal 1:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?

Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate
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Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 2:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Review and evaluate
5
Review 
and evaluate

Learning improvement goal 3:
What progress have we made? Have we achieved our goals?

Enablers: What factors have been critical for success?

Inhibitors: What factors have impeded progress? How will we work through this?

Recommendations: What are the next steps to take?
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Approved by director/principal

Approved by governing council chairperson

Approved by education director 

Approvals


	Service name: Klemzig Kindergarten and Occasional Care
	Service approval number: SE-00010543 
	Text2: Kaurna
	Context: About Us Klemzig Kindergarten is South Australian Department for Education preschool service. We are a standalone kindergarten that provide 15 hours per week under the Governments Universal Access Policy of preschool education. Klemzig Kindergarten has a catchment area and enrolment priority is given to children living in that area. Families have 2 options to choose from which are 2 full days per week, Monday and Tuesday (Group A) or Thursday and Friday (Group B). We have 40 children in Group A and 37 in Group B where we also have occasional care sessions. Children are grouped via family preferences. We also provide an Occasional Care service for over 2 year olds that is integrated into the kindergarten sessions on Thursday and Fridays.  We offer the 2 consecutive days for kindergarten so a familiarity of people occurs for the children, they have that sense that their friend will be at kindy the next day and staff are grouped into either Group A or B, which also ensure stability and continuity for the children and their families. Klemzig Kindergarten follows the Education for South Australian school calendar and is closed on all National and South Australian public holidays. Four pupil free days (usually 1 per term) are scheduled over the year. Parking is available on Hender Ave, in front of the kindergarten and on The Parkway Street. There is access by a gate at the front and rear of the kindergarten during drop off and pick up times, however, the back gate is locked at all other times.  The Klemzig community is changing in a dynamic way. Many new families have recently moved into the area and this has been evident with children attending that have just recently arrived to Australia and other families that have moved from interstate. Children are attending from a variety of socio-economic, cultural and family backgrounds. These include children with a range of family structures, families from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds and children that have additional needs. A highly committed and dedicated Governing Council exists within the Kindergarten. Parents and families are involved within the Kindergarten at a variety of levels. Families are rostered onto to the “weekend chicken caring roster” and share in cleaning tasks such as weekly washing, end of term clean up, working bees and reading stories to children. Klemzig Kindergarten accesses local services through excursions and local walks to places such as the Greenacres library, Klemzig School, John Paul II Aged Care and TK Shutter Park. Klemzig Kindergarten belongs to the Torrens partnership which meets twice a term. Our local feeder schools are Klemzig Primary, Hillcrest Primary, The Avenues, St Pius X, East Marden, Charles Campbell College plus others. Klemzig Kindergarten community also supports the Western Adelaide Domestic Violence Service through family donations of non-perishable items.    
	Statement of Philosophy: Our compelling vision for learners and the community We acknowledge that Klemzig Kindergarten is on the traditional lands of the Kaurna people. We aim to respect and acknowledge learning about Aboriginal and Torres Strait culture in an authentic way throughout our curriculum.  At Klemzig Kindergarten we have an ongoing commitment to nurture the physical, social, emotional and cognitive growth of each child through a supportive, caring and play based learning environment. We believe that strong working relationships with every child and their family is crucial and we commit to building these right from the very start at enrollment. We take time to listen to the child and family needs and capture their values in their learning program. We implement current research and our qualified team continuously strives to improve their practices. We respect the rights and needs of each child and recognise that they come to us with a diverse set of skills, interests and cultural beliefs. We believe children are capable, competent and powerful learners and aim to ensure that every child's voice is listened to. Children are supported to take risks, be confident, curious and be actively engaged in purposeful learning. We provide opportunities for children to work collaboratively, whilst fostering the development of independence within the safe, secure environment. We recognise that families are the children's first and most influential educators. Families are encouraged to actively participate and make decisions regarding their child's learning journey through a range of curriculum and management opportunities.  We are committed to promoting community awareness by establishing partnerships within our local area. We recognise that children and families belong to a wider community and we aim to make community links so they will form successful relationships which enhance their continuity of learning 
	Quality area 1:  In 2019 the site went through a large collaborative critical reflection on our planning cycle with staff, families, children, early childhood leaders and partnership colleagues. We visited other sites to see how they captured learning for individuals and ensured that every child had a planned curriculum that suited their needs. We researched the planning cycle through Alma Fleet readings and previous LDAR (learning design and reflection) training, Continuity of Learning training with the partnership and Ethics of assessment and its relationship to quality teaching and learning seminar by Professor Gunilla Dahlberg. Over term 1 staff and families concluded in a deep and honest way that we couldn't back up and show specific learning needs, planning and strengths of every child, sometimes planning had become “I think we should plan “x” for “Susie” without specific evidence to back that up. Staff developed proformas for collecting each child's agency and voice and over term 1 and 2 refined it until all educators could use it and families could understand it, ensuring that we captured a child's strengths, which was of high important for families and children (governing Council Meeting 2019). All children were shared amongst the core staff, these groups of children were called “focus children.” The educator would observe and capture the strengths, voice and agency of their focus children, share this information with families via informal chats, interview, goal setting and then go on to plan for each child at collaborative planning meetings. At the planning meeting the educator would seek further perspectives from the other educators and then go on to set a plan for their focus child/ren. Staff also bought the “planning book” to planning meetings where further child and family voice was captured to inform the program. We also used the daily critical reflection book to plan for any patterns we could see needed programming for. The fortnightly program is them on displayed in the planning book so child and family agency could be captured as part of our planning cycle. We also display it on the notice board, on our kindy app (skoolbag), newsletters. We also use the kindy app to share photos of the learning provocations that have been set up and notify families about planned events and celebrate successes.Practice is embedded in service operationsAcknowledgement of the connection to our Indigenous community through newsletter, Welcome to Country, Philosophy Statement, displays - Start-up week with extra staffing for the first 4 weeks of the year to help strengthen relationships between child, family and educators - Strength based Learning stories  - individual, small group, whole site - Daily structure, including small group with targeted explicit learning experience to meet the learning needs - Just in time and intentional learning in the child's play (during inside outside play) - Updated planning proforma in 2019 and Emergent curriculum planning as needed - Daily child sign in - Teacher engagement and involvement in LDAR (learning design assessment and reflection) training - Raising Literacy Book Packs sent home with every child at the beginning of each year - ATSI children have individual learning goals and learning plans that are updated with the family each term and liaison resources for ATSI curriculum, cultural program  - Support child have learning plansPractice is informed by critical reflectionIndividual Learning Plans for every child written in collaboration with child, family and educators. These are then use to set planning goals - Collaborative Planning cycle in use and constantly reflected on for improvement in child outcomes - Daily team reflection which is used as part of the planning cycle - Weekly Staff meeting and reflection - Fortnightly planning meetings - Partnership meetings (2 per term) which helps inform strategic direction and improvement  - Staff professional development cycle in staff meeting and pupil free day - Children learning progress tracked via Yakka Tracker and individual needs and ideas for improvement discussed with families - Children learning progress tracked via Numeracy Indicators and individual needs and ideas for improvement discussed with families - Strength Based Statement of learning shared with child and families and then to future schoolPractice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families, and/or communityFamily Inquiry at the beginning of the year to help build relationships between family and staff and help inform the kindy and occasional care program - Skool bag app that pushes out notices, event, newsletters etc. and keeps the community informed about site happenings - Parent/Teacher/Child interviews that occur in term 1 for all children and optional one in term 3 - Parent enrolment meetings where the structure of the day, routines and expectations are explained, reviewed and reflected upon to best suit the site needs for that year - Access to translator services (e.g. Auslan, bilingual etc.) accessed to suit family's needs to support their understanding at meetings - Child profiles and speech surveys at enrolment time which are then used to form part of the application for support funding - Invitations to families to share their knowledge and skills with kindy community  - we have families come in to share skills such as jewellery making, cooking, painting, reading stories - Weekend chicken caring  - families sign up via roster and feed/sleep the chickens each weekend. Children and family's say they love visiting the kindy on the weekend and helping - Governing Council QIP input and reflection process contribution at each meeting (8 per years) - ATSI liaison partnership with Nyah's Grandma “Nanna Leonie” -Diwali cultural program input from Indian families - End of year concert where all children attend and community picnic bake sale and community reflective suitable songs performance occurs.
	Quality area 2:  At our site we strive to provide an environment that provides for everyone's physical and psychological wellbeing and provides support for each child's growing competence, confidence and independence. We do this by consulting with the family's about their child's needs. All educators are informed about child's physical and psychological wellbeing needs via meetings and an ECW makes up a display kept in the kitchen with this information. Healthy eating is a high priority for our families and at times we have children who join us that eat very little variety or have fed themselves prior to kindy. We have also refined our structure of the day to best suit the needs of every child's health and safety and in this case, healthy eating. We trialled a “straight from play, hand wash, lunch” routine because educators wondered if this would better meet the needs of the children and make the feeding time more natural. We found that children were frustrated and rushed in their approach to eating, quiet children would appear worried of where to sit, so we refined it to set the structure to “bell, mat, short whole group, wash hands, eat at table”. The children and staff compared both structures and we agreed that the children needed a “base time” on the mat and the children liked to sit on the mat with their friends first and then walk off to lunch with them in a more confident and caring manner. Perception data also showed that they children were eating better and conversations with each other were more pleasant than the rushed way, especially for the quiet and timid child. We also have children with various high medical needs. One child had a rare condition (1 of 3 diagnosed with it in Australia) that needed sensitive, ongoing medical care and observation. A medical agreement plan was developed and a child's “One Plan” with the family and the service providers. Every staff member was trained by the Women's and Children's Hospital staff of how to care for the child, and we kept logs of the support we gave and were in regular contact with the family, WCH staff. We have used this process for children with a variety of medical needs such as leukemia, epilepsy, feeding, diagnosed anxiety and depression, asthma, anaphylaxis and other needs. We also acknowledge that our site has a long day and children can become tired and lethargic at any time of the day. Due to this we have enacted a sleep and rest policy and provide access for children to rest on beds. The inside staff monitor each child's rest and sleep via a log. We also altered out structure to have a rest and relaxation time after lunch to enable children to unwind and reset their bodies before they enter afternoon play. The children look forward to this time and often ask to help set it up. Rest and relaxation may involve a game of sleeping logs, yoga, breathing techniques, book viewing etc. Practice is embedded in service operationsChild's voice with resting/relaxation structure seeking their ideas on what to do at this time - Child's voice with lunch time set up e.g.. setting tables and allocating name tags - Staff training: Child Protection Curriculum and RAN- Start-up week relationship building to understand wellbeing needs-Offering of sleeps to children who still have them at home- Daily, termly yard checks- You can do it program- Bucket Filling program- Annual first aid training for staff- Transfer and Positioning training for staff- WHS trained staff-Offering of CAFHS nurse checks to families- Invacuation and evacuation practices every term- Little Athletics partnership and Obstacle-a-thon fundraiser- Copy of child's Immunisation records in child's filePractice is informed by critical reflectionConsistent management of children's needs through educator shared discussions (staff meetings)-Child/Parent/Teacher interviews and follow up with families about how their child is tracking-Risk management (WHS) and risk benefits carried out by staff, children and families. -WHS staff practice and site improvements informed by injury reports, yard check, and near miss alerts, governing council, family, child and staff feedback-Staff roles and responsibilities reviewed annually and displayed in staff room-Occasional Care needs are reflected upon each planning meeting too with questions such as “How do we ensure the 2 services are fully integrated?”-Altering the daily schedule to meet the needs of the Kindergarten cohort and the occasional care servicePractice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the communityOffering of picture books to families about sexual safety and trauma-Annual General Meeting-Daily informal chats with families-Phone calls home if any child incurs head injury-Write up child's injury at site and communicated to family-Updated health care plans for specific children (asthma, anaphylaxis, continence etc.)-Traffic light poster for families about when to keep their child at home- Enrolment meeting information about healthy food option, child protection curriculum and staff as mandatory reporting responsibilities-Governing Council approve funding of kindy sun safe hat for every child at the start of kindy
	Quality area 3: The outdoor environment is a large and inviting space, with several established trees that allow a variety of play spaces and great shade to protect children from the sun. We have several large undercover areas to allow for outdoor play including the shelter over the sandpits, during wet and sunny weather and a large rubber matting area that is utilised for bike riding, and large building and gross motor learning experiences. Two well-maintained lawn areas offer ample space for water play, ball sports, running, group games and many other physical activities. 3 Planter boxes are used with the children as they plan what they would like to grow, plant, care for and harvest fruits and vegetables for cooking experiences and family members contribute to managing the food gardens on a voluntary basis. Food scraps are fed to our chickens and worms in the worm farm (that were donated by a family), and the worm juice is used to fertilise the garden. We installed a tepee/camping area which was intended to promote Indigenous perspectives through a site outdoor meeting place. There is also a digging patch for the children, which is shaded by an umbrella. There are many places of “wonder” and intricate spaces where children can “chill out”, reflect and relax. The indoor environment offers a number of dedicated play spaces for art, craft, puzzles, writing, reading, dramatic play, wonder and construction. These play spaces require children to make independent choices of the equipment they need use to extend their learning and a number of options are available to children at all times. Designated `quiet spaces' are on offer for children at all times along with collaborative and connecting spaces.  We have a wide range of both indoor and outdoor equipment, which is kept in a well organised, clean and safe condition. Educators invest considerable time in organising the physical environment to encourage open ended and versatile play experiences and these are transient depending on the children's needs, interests and engagement levels. Through planning to meet the rights and needs of all children are carefully considered. There is an emphasis on the children respecting, taking ownership and maintaining their own learning environments. They are able to source many of their own materials but are also responsible for using it safely and returning it when they are finished. Children assist in the setting up and packing up the learning environment and have a responsibility in keeping it tidy and ready for the next person to use.Practice is embedded in service operations   Sun safe area and certified Sun safe - Natural resources that are purposefully used for planning -Child's input sourced to set up emergent curriculum- Child's voice on spaces they would like to have as part of our kindy i.e. Fairy Garden, Log climbing and tepee Area- Pets in the kindy (spiny leaf insects, gold fish) that children care for- Kindy chickens area that children use for inquiries- Government funding accessed for updating the kindergarten environment to make it accessible for all, with focus around cerebral palsy children- Resourcing sensory resources (brushes, timers, lap weight etc.)- ongoing updating of Open ended resources both natural and person madePractice is informed by critical reflection    Fortnightly planning- Staff Facebook messenger group where staff share a collaborate on relevant planning ideas and resources-Nature Play incursions-Inquiry's around the outdoor environment such as “what's behind the fence” where children have the opportunity to further notice and wonder - After visit to Pennington Children's Centre staff and children were involved in planning the indoor space of how to best utilise the space, have access for children to resourcesPractice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community    Family volunteers of caring for the chickens-Family volunteers to care for the food garden-Family volunteers for clean up days/weekly washing-Family project in setting up the worm farms and keeping them going-Family project on how to care for the yard and forward planning of money to be spent on site facilities- Working Bees where community is encouraged to help clean up around our area i.e. Clean Up Australia Day 
	Quality area 4: The educators are highly dedicated and professional. We function well as a staff team and work together to facilitate the best possible outcomes for the children and families at our preschool. Educator-to-child ratios and qualification requirements are maintained at all times. The roster for Bilingual Assistants, such as Arabic, Cantonese, Mandarin, Punjabi, Gujarati, Hindi, Malayalam, Teluga, Dinka, Singalese and staff are carefully organised and utilised effectively, especially during the morning, to allow for small focus groups to occur. Our core staff have worked collaboratively for years, each having responsibility for certain roles and tasks. One ECW is bilingual which helps support a large proportion of our families with understanding the preschool program and dispositions of learning, which may differ from their home land. The core educator team has time allocated every week to collaboratively plan, review, and reflect together. Staff meeting and programming sessions involve the majority of the team and all members are respectful of each other's ideas and contributions through agreed norms. The team is diverse in age, experience, skills and interests and we pull from this to strengthen our teaching and learning. Successes and milestones are celebrated together, and the team has become a valuable support network for each other. Due to using our agreed norms processes, any conflicts are resolved quickly, and respectfully and aim not to effect the learning environment for children. Staff are a professional learning community and through this they work with colleagues to improve their own practice, in 2019 we focused on oral language conversations with children, numeracy sprint and pedagogical documentation. Strategies we use are through observation, video data and informal chats. As a team we focus, inquire and research on the QIP priorities. We use the templates of Dr Simon Breakspear to support our change action research. The director recently completed a Graduate Diploma in Strategic Leadership which supports the understanding of Breakspear's work. Two teaching members are also training in DECD Learning Design, Assessment and moderation/reflection. All staff participate in professional learning that is linked to their individual performance development plan.  A clear performance management process is in place for all staff and is in line with the departments Performance and Development Policy. The process involves critical reflection by employees about own performance, planning for improvement and professional learning. We also critically reflect on each other's work through video reflection and collaborative discussion at staff meetings and self-reflect on our work via termly S.W.O.T analysis, traffic light term review and daily reflection. The performance management process also includes parent reflection through the annual parent opinion survey. We also ensure children's needs and rights are being met through observations, brainstorming the value and purpose of learning experiences, oral surveys about their learning, listening to their voice and during parent/child/teacher interviews.Practice is embedded in service operations   Bilingual staff employed to meet the needs of child's language, especially in term 1 to build up that sense of Belonging - Bilingual ECW that support the communication with our EALD community in preschool and occasional care - Team environment work where we work alongside each other, reinforcing a team approach - Norm setting at the beginning of the year to ensure staff understand expectations and processes of how to work as part of a team - Teaching staff PDP goals aligned to Professional Standards for teachers-Updating of site based policies -Week 0 used to embed the Code of Conduct, site expectations, roles and responsibilities etc.Practice is informed by critical reflection    Regular review processes in place-Consistent Wednesday staff meeting with QIP reflection part of the process (One week planning, One week Administration and Professional Learning-Teaching staff participants in Departments LDAR (Learning Design and reflection) inquiry where staff researched best practiced, implemented own inquiry and further shared their work with whole staff and then presented at Partnership Professional Learning Day-Professional conversations with colleaguesPractice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community    Surveys and observations of children and staff-Grievance form and procedures in place for families concerned about professionalism of staff-Parent opinion surveys about staffing- Governing Council aware of staff norms and arrangements-Returning families often comment on how they are pleased to see that there are familiar faces with staff for them-Professional Learning with other Early Years Partnership staff to deepen knowledge and skills as well as develop an understanding about continuity of learning 
	Quality area 5: Respectful, responsive relationships with children and families are at the centre of all that we do. This relationship building begins as soon as families walk in the door with an enrolment enquiry, when educators introduce themselves to children in a friendly, approachable manner. Relationships are built with children in our Occasional Care program as all educators make a point in spending time with all the children and becoming familiar with them, and again during our pre entry program. Our goal is that by the time children start their kindergarten program they will already be familiar with staff and comfortable in their learning environment. Staff also spend the first 4 weeks getting to know the children and families by making it a priority to learn every ones first names, being available to chat to each one face to face at the start and end of day. We have also restricted the end of the day where we close the main door for 15 minutes and the outside teacher and ECW have the chance to chat informally with families and follow up any issues, concerns and share positive learning news with them. Each group has a core team of educators and the organisation of small groups remains stable for at least a term at a time. This gives children the chance to develop a strong trusting relationship with at least one staff member. All members of the team are friendly and approachable and relationships are reciprocal as educators share aspects of their lives and interests with children and vice versa. Staff have focus children that they collect information on right from induction time. That staff member writes strengths based learning stories on, shares it with the family through the child's learning book and brings it to planning meetings to ensure the curriculum needs are followed up. Children are supported in developing positive relationships with each other and the high learning outcomes that can be achieved as children interact with and learn from each other. Opportunities for social interactions are endless and more structured collaborative learning opportunities are provided to assist children in these interactions if needed. The site has a culture of inclusion. Regardless of age, culture, interests, abilities, etc. all children belong and learn to interact with others using inclusive practices. Differences are celebrated and provoke further learning opportunities for all children. Educators are very aware of the wellbeing and involvement levels of children, and this area is a focus of in-depth conversations and planning during staff meetings. All children are supported in their learning and Educators use physical motor strategies and programs such as Yoga, to assist children in their cognitive, physical, sensory, and motor skills and enhance their self-esteem and sense of accomplishment. Children's privacy is respected and children are encouraged to get themselves changed, if required, in the cubicles provided. The dignity and rights of every child is maintained at all times as children are supported to make positive choices and manage their own behaviour appropriately. Children take the responsibility of sourcing their own tools for learning, use a variety of techniques to answer their own questions and to resolve their own conflicts- however support is always available when needed. We encourage children to take risks in their learning and to make attempts, with more emphasis on processes than products.Practice is embedded in service operations   Start-up month during weeks 1-4 where extra staff are employed to ensure core staff can build up strong relationships with every child and their family, we aim to know every child name by the end of week 1 and family's first name by the end of the month. We also greet each child with a “welcoming face” each morning-Every core staff member has “focus children” whom they are advocates for at planning time-Use “bucket filling” and “You Can Do It” as tools for children to reflect on their behaviour and interactions with others and how they want to be treated-Use “You Can Do It Program” as a consistent tool about dispositions -Simultaneous indoor and outdoor play so each child has the opportunity to be free to explore and engage Practice is informed by critical reflection    Staff training on Marte Meo and from that staff have reflected on their “wait” time-Marte Meo site based posters developed to act as a stimulus to remember relationships are key to our work-Staff video and reflect with peer about how they interact with children using RRR relationships as a guide-Staff reflection on Code of Conduct and child's rights at start up week, this assists with staff reflection about individual and team practice to meet the needs of children-Week 0 and ongoing staff meetings used to reflect on the small groupings of children, questioning if each child's needs are being met and if any movement/tinkering to groups needs to occur. Children also have the opportunity to change small group throughout the year.Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community      Sharing via skool bag app and newsletters-Information night discussion about the kindy program, Opportunities for families to share their expertise with the kindy,we find this out through a Welcome to Kindy sheet at induction-Rosters for looking after the chickens -During goal setting interviews families, staff and children discuss the child's (and family's) wellbeing needs-Letter drops to the neighbouring house (about 30) occur informing of events that are taking place 
	Quality area 6: The process of developing a relationship with families begins with their first inquiry where families are welcome to come to the site, have a look around with their child, gather information brochures and have a personal conversation with an educator. The child's details are collected and we have a general chat with parents regarding their child's development. Parents are offered suggestions of places they can go to receive support if needed. This process continues with offer letters, information sessions and transition visits, with parents kept up to date with information each step of the way via email, phone calls and our skoolbag app. The skoolbag app purchase came about from family feedback. During the kindergarten year parents are informed of the curriculum and other important events through a variety of mediums. Each child has a “pocket” and parents have the opportunity to receive notes and newsletters via e mail and skoolbag app. The parent area displays information about the programing the planning book with photos and descriptions of learning experiences, community events and child and family voice. There is a parent library, stocked with books and games. We encourage families to be involved in the kindergarten community through being on our governing council, to more spontaneous occasions where volunteers help on excursions, fundraising events, preparing resources, weekend chicken sitting, cooking, weekly washing or sharing aspects of their culture, skills or interests, we recently had a father share his “water rockets” as an incursion experiences, and another father who is a chef helped us make mandarin ice-cream using the kindy mandarins. . Children's learning is communicated to families through general conversation, and their portfolio book. Staff meet with families for formal interviews at least once per year, and more if required/requested, and parents have the opportunity to ask questions about their child's learning at any time either in person, through phone or e mail. Parents are able to give feedback through their child's portfolio book, planning book, during meetings and through the formal opinion survey. Children are supported at the kindergarten, if further support is needed, that cannot be accessed through the department for education, parents are directed to health services in the local area. The staff communicates with a number of private speech therapists, occupational therapists, psychologist and child care services to ensure a team approach is taken in supporting children with their learning.  Klemzig Kindergarten has built a strong relationship with local schools, in 2019 we fed in 20 schools. We make use of the local park for a larger play space experience. We have a strong presence in our partnership and have joined sub committees to assist the partnership structure to work effectively.  The kindergarten has a connection with the local Greenacres Library, and the librarian visits us regularly over the year to lend us books and read stories. Purchase for the site, where possible, are made locally at the supermarket, post office, stationary supplier and other local shops. We have also partnered with the local aged care place to share in art and singing experiences alongside of the aged residents.  The site rescued chickens from a local family who could no longer care for them. Staff and children care for them throughout the week and on the weekends families roster themselves on to care for the chickens, letting them out of their house in the morning, feeding and watering them and putting them away at night. We also have local residents who come over to chat and feed the kindy chooks. Feedback tells us that through the chook caring families feel more connected to the kindergarten. Each year we hold 4 community events  - Harmony Day Shared Morning Tea, Obstacle-a-thon- Disco- End of year Concert.Practice is embedded in service operations    Employment of quality Bilingual staff-Rosters for chickens, washing, cleaning - Borrowing of resources from Parent Library- planning book with displayed curriculum programme where families can have input - Strength based Learning stories and Statement of Learning - Individual portfolios accessible for children and families at all times-Whiteboard and app communication spacePractice is informed by critical reflection    Partnership Early Years staff have shared understanding on the meaning of continuity/transition/orientation which we worked through at a Pupil Free Day and is an ongoing piece of learning-Viewing and following up on grievances-Parent Opinion Survey-Adhoc survey which is sometimes collected via “counters options” at sign in-Policy input from community-Individual Learning Plans for every child-Updated planning proforma and process to ensure every child's learning needs and rights are being metPractice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community      White board used for communication display for families and visitors-Open door policy for prospective families  - all staff able to talk about what we offer on the spot-Donations collected for West. Adelaide DV for women -Fundraiser for KK child to help with getting her to USA for medical treatment-Translation of letters and documents-Skool bag app to push out news which can then be translated in families home language-Families and child profiles completed on enrolment-“My Family” inquiry during term 1 which is displayed on wall and in A3 book- Statements of Learning shared with schools-School visits to and from feeder sites. Correspondence and support meetings occur for children and families accessing PSS funding-Termly CAFHS service on site where nurse meets one on one with child and family for 4 year old check-Community have initiated own “Klemzig Kindy social media” group where they share ideas, connect, child needs on WhatsApp
	Quality area 7: We have a governing council consisting of a dedicated team of kindergarten parents. This council is responsible for decisions made regarding finances and purchases, site policy, fundraising, excursions and curriculum, staff feedback and other major decisions that arise over the year. All volunteers and contractors working on site must have the working with children checks. Governing council members and volunteers are trained in Mandatory Notification practices for volunteers. All staff, including relief staff, have current authority to work/teach certificates which is filed on site. All educators at Klemzig take responsibility for ensuring our preschool operates as a positive and professional learning community. A number of educators have been at our preschool for twelve or more years, providing a great sense of continuity for children and families. This creates a good balance with new educators joining the team with a complementary wealth of experience, skills and knowledge. All educators are suitably qualified and experienced, allowing us to offer a program informed by current best practice in early childhood education. New educators receive a site induction, and current educators refresh this every year during Week 0. Training survey forms are filled in annually and the site WHS Representative with the Director collate this data to organise professional learning. Professional Development goals for staff are linked to QIP priorities so strategic growth is prioritised. A training and development budget exists to ensure educators are supported to attend required training. The director recently completed a Graduate Diploma in Strategic Leadership, strengthening her leadership and management skills. With the large staff team it is essential to ensure that consistent communication practices are in place, one being a weekly staff bulletin email. Staff value the time that we are all on site together and use this constructively for staff meetings, programming, and peer learning. The director leads the team on these occasions and ensures that the curriculum and practice are of a high standard. The quality improvement plan is continuously revisited to ensure that we are achieving improvement goals and maintaining a site that is of high quality in terms of safety, relationships, teaching and learning. All aspects of the services operations are guided by the sites Statement of Philosophy which was written collaboratively with children, staff, families and other community members, and is reviewed regularly. An effective performance management process is in place which follows guidelines in the Education Department's Performance and Development Policy. Educators are continuously asked to participate in reflection, be of the day, an event, the environment, relationships with children and families, curriculum, teaching and learning or many other aspects of the kindergarten environment. Reflection, whether individual or collaborative, is an important part of our planning cycle for improvement. Educators have attended training in records management and have completed a major task of archiving all documents in the kindergarten correctly and accurately. Now effective filing and storage systems are in place as well as a regular archiving process to ensure there in no longer a build-up of irrelevant documents. This has assisted in refining the administrative systems that are in place. We have also recently updated the administration computers to ensure staff time efficiency. A number of educators have access to management system and duties are able to be distributed which support things such as informing the Regulatory Authority of any serious incidents when the director is not on site. The sites WHS Representative works in consultation with the director to ensure that all tasks are completed and compliant and that the site is a safe place for educators, children, families and workers.Practice is embedded in service  Updated Philosophy Statement in 2018- Enrolment process that all staff follow-Policy and Procedures that are regularly reviewed in consultation with community-Transparent Communication with staff through weekly staff bulletin-WHS board display-Staff roster, roles and responsibilities displays-Phone messages and communication book in kitchen-Qualifications of staff continuously updated-Risk assessments expected for events (on and off site), resources, staffing etc.-Staff deliver Professional Learning on skills they have-WHS permanent agenda item for staff meeting-Daily yard checks, term and annual site checks-Whiteboard communication with families-Skoolbag notices pushed out to families-Regular newsletters for families, staff and communityPractice is informed by critical reflection     Grievances are shared and worked through at staff meetings - LDAR project staff involved in online and personal reflection process-NQS Quick Scan completed biannual-Site developed SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) completed individually and as a team-Reviewing of risk assessments-Professional chats with every staff member by the director (line manager) where goal setting and learning opportunities are set. Staff receive at least 2 pieces of written feedback- Ever staff member had a PDP (Professional Development Plan) -Follow up of any WHS issues daily, weekly, termly, annually-Peer learning and feedback of practice by viewing videos and using Reflect, Respect Relate Tool (Relationships) -Planning Cycle displayed for staff and families to reflect upon and to refer toPractice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community       Governing Council member input on policy, budget, compliance, structure of day, service operating days informing what meets the needs of the community -All core staff members can complete an enrolment discussion with prospective families -Letter drops with local community about our service- Posters within the community promoting our service -Updating of our website which is accessible to the world- Philosophy Statement was collaboratively updated by children, staff, families and wider community in 2018
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